For nearly 40 years, Mercy Ships has earned the respect and trust of developing nations by using hospital ships to provide free, world-class surgical care and capacity-building programs. Volunteers donate their time and skills to transform individuals and serve nations, bringing hope and healing to the forgotten poor.

Two thousand years ago, Jesus commanded the church to love and serve the poor. Today each one of us has the opportunity to respond . . . and make a difference.

#MercyShips  #MSCameroon  #AfricaMercy

When the time came for the casts to be changed, a harmless tool was used to cut through the hard, white plaster. At the sight and sound of the whizzing machine, most kids are frightened. But not Maurinho. He watched carefully, more intrigued and excited than anything. To see his straightened legs for the first time was like unwrapping a long-awaited gift.

CHANGE A LIFE FOREVER

Will you volunteer?
Meet Davi Trotti, a volunteer that served as the Africa Mercy’s Hospital Informatics Manager.

Davi served as the Hospital Informatics Manager onboard the Africa Mercy, her responsibilities were to plan, develop and maintain the hospital information systems. She collaborated with colleagues at other Mercy Ships national offices. Davi states, “I loved that I was a part of the Mercy Ships crew using the gifts God gave me. It was a joy to serve those who were around me, both patients and crew.”

From nurses to deckhands, accountants to dental assistants, teachers to mechanics, it takes an enormous number of dedicated people to keep a floating hospital ship going strong. Serve with us!